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Abstract: Automated testing is actually a kind of software testing. Previous 
testing work was completed by testing engineers manually executing test 
cases. Embedded systems have been widely used in real life, and the 
corresponding embedded software scale is also expanding day by day, but the 
requirements for its development cycle and product quality have not 
decreased at all. With the development of embedded system, we urgently 
need a testing system that can test and analyze the software of embedded 
system on-line in real time in the unit phase, integration phase, system phase 
and other phases of software development to ensure the quality and 
reliability of the software. This paper designs and implements an embedded 
system automation test platform based on infrastructure cloud. The platform 
is built on infrastructure cloud environment, which can make full use of 
hardware resources and reduce hardware costs.  
Keywords: Cloud platform, embedded system, automated testing. 

Introduction 
With the rapid development of science and technology, the functions of both 
software and hardware are increasingly complicated today. How to complete 
the testing of software and hardware in the fast update iteration has become 
the top priority for all companies. Since the development environment and 
operation environment of embedded systems are different, the automatic 
testing of embedded systems should be conducted separately in the 
development environment and operation environment, which will greatly 
increase the cost of system testing [1]. It is required that the scale and 
complexity of embedded software also continuously improve. The quality and 
development cycle of embedded software have a decisive impact on the final 
quality and time to market of products [2]. The introduction of automation 
technology shortens the software testing life cycle and improves the 
maintainability and regression of software testing. Automated testing has 
become an indispensable testing method. This paper mainly studies how to 
build an automated interface test platform in the test cloud and use the 
platform to test the project to protect the software quality and improve the 
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development speed.  

Automated testing  
Automated testing mainly simulates some manual testing behaviors through 
computers, and completes some tedious and boring tests or tests that cannot 
be completed manually according to instructions. Through uninterrupted 
testing, automated testing can improve the testing efficiency and increase the 
utilization rate of testing environment [3]. According to requirements, testers 
can increase, decrease or modify the arrangement and combination of 
automatic test cases by themselves to avoid redundant tests when increasing 
the coverage rate of automatic tests. By using the automated testing 
framework, time and resources can be effectively utilized to improve testing 
efficiency. The design requirements of the currently applied embedded 
automatic test system platform are all configured by testers according to 
various kinds of software and hardware and environment. The stable 
operation of the test system is ensured by inputting data into the test system, 
and the output results are studied and analyzed [4]. Moreover, the 
development environment and operation environment of embedded 
software are not consistent, so even if the test is sufficient in the host 
environment, it cannot be said that there is no problem in running the 
software in the target environment. In order to realize automatic batch 
execution of test scripts and facilitate management of test scripts, the test 
management tool reads a test configuration file edited by a tester before 
sending a test request. Automated test types include unit test, integration test 
and system test. Only these three types of tests can be automated. 

Automated test cloud platform 
Automatic test cloud platform software system as shown in Figure 1, the 
software system of the automated test cloud platform is mainly divided into 
four parts, namely the desktop PC part of the test engineer, the server part of 
the cloud platform, the database part and the VTP executor part. In the 
distributed resource scheduling cluster, the virtual machines on the host with 
heavy load will be automatically migrated to the host with light load to 
achieve load balancing in the cluster. 
In order to better manage the test and reduce the maintenance of test scripts, 
so that testers can write test cases, we have developed a set of automated 
testing framework to meet the current needs. The test case is downloaded to 
the target machine for operation through the communication interface (serial 
port or network). The information generated after the program is run is 
uploaded to the host machine through the communication interface, and then 
the received information is analyzed and processed. The configuration file 
will define the storage location of the test script set, the time interval for 
script execution, the communication time interval between the host 
computer and the target computer, and the number of stub points for each 
communication. Every time the software changes, we must retest the existing 
functions in order to determine whether the modification achieves the 
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expected purpose and check whether the modification damages the original 
normal functions [5]. C language has played an important role in the 
automatic testing of embedded systems, greatly enhancing the practicability 
of assembly language and effectively solving the obstacles of technical 
communication. 
 

 
Figure 1. Automatic test cloud platform software system 

 

Typical application scenarios of automated test cloud platform  

Currently, this infrastructure cloud environment is managed by a dedicated 
person, including various operating system template management, virtual 
machine mirroring and restore operations, virtual machine creation and 
deletion, etc. [6]. The emergence of automated testing tools has reformed the 
traditional manual mode, making testing work enter the era of rapid 
development of automation. In the automated test cloud system, the test 
engineer can save the network diagram and configuration information when 
performing the test task for the first time in a test scenario, and only need to 
load the scenario saved during the first test again when the problem list 
regression is needed. Its main feature is that it does not run the program 
under test. It mainly uses inspection, technical review and code static analysis 
to check the errors of the software under test. For embedded software, the 
test only needs to be performed on the host computer. And transmits the 
script set at the specified position to the target machine side, and at the same 
time initializes each test variable according to the parameters in the 
configuration file [7]. Support the parallel execution of test cases on multiple 
clients, and increase the batch execution speed of test cases by adding 
hardware. Software users do not need to purchase additional hardware 
equipment, software licenses and install and maintain software systems. 
They can easily use the software at any time and at any place through an 
Internet browser and pay fees regularly according to usage. 
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Design of embedded software automation test platform based 
on cloud platform 

The automatic test method of this project is designed as Host/Target mode in 
test mode, and the overall architecture adopts Client/Server structure. 
Host/Target mode means that the compile link and test analysis are both run 
on the host machine, while the tested program is run on the target machine 
[8]. The tester makes a test request to the target machine side through the 
test management tool, and transmits the script target file that has been 
compiled successfully to the target machine side. It must rely on the 
specification of requirements that can reflect this relationship and the 
function of the program to consider the test cases and infer the correctness 
of the test results, that is, it can only be based on the external characteristics 
of the program. After each test, it will automatically judge whether the work 
is completed or not, and after all tests are completed, it will automatically 
send all test data to the host computer. If the authentication can be passed, 
the authentication server will send relevant information to the user at the 
equipment end, and the equipment end will construct a dynamic access 
control list according to the information to control the access of the client. 
The communication between the target computer and the host computer is 
via serial port or network. The schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.  
 

 
Figure 2. Host/Target schema structure diagram 

 
Execute all the successful function test scripts. This platform captures the 
coverage of the system code by plugging in the system code in advance. The 
tester covered the report through analysis. According to the load, timing and 
performance requirements in the requirements, judge whether the software 
meets these requirements. It is necessary to analyze and study mainly 
subjective factors, and the inevitable objective factors can be ignored. The 
automated test cloud platform schedules and allocates resources through 
topology look up, which is the core algorithm of the automated test cloud 
platform. The control of the testing process needs to realize the automatic 
execution of the whole process from obtaining the testing code and the tested 
software to deploying the software and testing until the final release of the 
testing report without manual intervention. The basic framework layer 
mainly includes automatic test case engine, report engine and work flow. 
Statistics and display of the coverage of the tested software system and 
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graphical display of the static calling relationship of the tested software 
system functions; The test agent controls the execution of the script, caches 
the collected test results and coverage information to a specific memory area, 
and the target machine sends the test results and coverage information to the 
host machine at fixed time intervals. That is, when the statement coverage 
rate is 100% and the branch coverage rate is ≥85%, the test is considered 
ideal, software errors can be detected by nearly 90%, and the consumption 
of time and space is allowed. 
All data in the automated test cloud platform, such as automated scripts, 
device connection information and execution result logs, are stored in MY-
SQL database. MY-SQL is an open source database, because of its open source 
nature, users can freely customize MY-SQL database according to their own 
needs. It is mainly used to control the execution of tests, so there is no need 
to cross the operating system platform and use Windows operating system. 
The control command is also a batch script command. Its slave machine can 
be used as a test execution machine, mainly playing the role of executing test 
scripts. Each tenant customizes its own service according to its authority. The 
second is the setting, management and control of permissions. The degree of 
customization of tenants' services depends on the granularity of resource 
permissions. When the tested source code changes, the source code can be 
recompiled to determine the modified part of the software and maintain the 
test case library; The test agent will judge whether the current script has been 
completely tested after testing each script, and if so, it will send all the 
remaining test data in the buffer to the host. Software quality is a mixture of 
many factors, or a combination of many factors. These factors may vary 
according to different application aspects and different user viewpoints. 
Therefore, the effectiveness of test cases becomes crucial and important, and 
more errors should be found and corrected in limited tests. 

Conclusion 
This paper innovatively proposes an automated testing framework, 
constructs an automated testing platform with visual scripting, and deploys 
it as a service mode of cloud platform. The automatic test of embedded 
system is deeply studied. Then, combined with the actual working situation, 
the test method of this embedded system is proposed, which realizes the 
functions of automatic compilation, automatic execution of test cases, etc. The 
automatic testing platform based on it can be realized, and daily integrated 
testing can be realized, thus protecting the development quality and reducing 
the development cost. However, the current platform still has some defects 
and has great room for development. Relevant technicians should 
continuously explore and make efforts to further promote the improvement 
of the automation level of the testing system. 
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